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Several drilling proposals submited to the National
Science Foundation in the 1960s requested support
for studies of the glaciology, lake bottom stratigraphy
and geochemistry, and thermal regimen of the dry
valleys lying west of McMurdo Sound. As interest
in drilling mounted and near-surface studies ap-
proached a point of diminishing scientific return and
occassionally of contradictory interpretation, the
National Science Foundation decided to coordinate
the drilling proposals into one project. Scientists
from Japan and New Zealand joined with the United
States to organize an international program called the
Dry Valley Drilling Project (DVDP). Initially, the
plan was to explore the physical, chemical, and
biological regimen of the subsurface in the and and
enigmatic ice-free valleys, which have been studied
continuously since the International Geophysical Year.
As it has evolved, the project has been expanded to
explore the valleys, the Ross Island volcanics, and the
McMurdo Sound marine sediments.

Geologic and physiographic setting

A wide assortment of marine, fluvial, lacustrine,
glacial, and volcanic rock assemblages lies within a
logistically supportable radius of McMurdo Station.
In this well endowed geologic setting, a moderately
deep exploratory drilling program can yield a detailed
record of antarctic geologic history.

Three physiographic features dominate the Mc-
Murdo area. The Transantarctic Mountains, dividing
West and East Antarctica, contain early Paleozoic and
perhaps Precambrian metamorphic rocks that lie
exposed in the glaciated lowlands of the dry valleys.
A continental Paleozoic and Mesozoic history is re-
corded in the thick Beacon Supergroup of the Trans-
antarctic Mountains, which also contain the beauti-
fully exposed Ferrar Dolerite sills, originally described
by Ferrar (1907) of the early Scott Expeditions.
These sediments form the uplands of east—west trend-
ing ranges, and they dip gently to the west where

they descend beneath the icecap of the Victoria Land
plateau.

McMurdo Sound, normally covered by 3 meters of
ice, separates the Transantarctic Mountains from
Ross Island and is up to 1,000 meters deep. Long
refraction profiles made by Robinson (1963) suggest
that McMurdo Sound is floored by 2 kilometers of
bottom sediments having seismic velocities of 2.0
kilometers per second. These sediments should con-
tain at least part of the record of Antarctica's evolu-
tion from a temperate-zone member of the Paleozoic-
Mesozoic supercontinent Gondwanaland to its present,
unique polar position.

The third dominant feature is Ross Island, a
volcanic complex lying a hundred kilometers east of
the dry valleys. Ross Island contains the topographi-
cally conspicuous cones of Mt. Erebus, Mt. Terror,
Mt. Terra Nova, and Mt. Bird. Ages of the volcanic
rocks of Ross Island range from several tens of
thousands to several millions of years. Mt. Erebus,
an active volcano, rises to 3,794 meters above sea
level and vents gases almost continuously. Flights
over the caldera reveal that it is thermally and
chemically active. Stratigraphic relationships among
the innumerable small volcanic cones and plugs that
dot the island suggest a long and active volcanic
history.

Scientific plan

The primary aims of scientists participating in the
Dry Valley Drilling Project are perhaps best described
by listing the boreholes of highest priority and stating
the preliminary objectives of each. A planned mini-
mum of 10 sites will be occupied and completed in a
3-year drilling program.

Ross Island. The Ross Island hole (see map), to
be drilled next to the earth science laboratory at
McMurdo Station, is expected to give volcanic and
marine history to depths of more than 600 meters.
Ross Island and the entire suite of volcanic rocks in
the McMurdo Sound region could represent extru-
sives formed along a major fracture zone, which
produces the right-lateral offset of the Transantarctic
Mountains in the vicinity of Minna Bluff. The paleo-
magnetic record contained in the McMurdo volcanics
may permit a detailed reconstruction of Mesozoic-
Cenozoic high-latitude magnetic history.

McMurdo Sound. The McMurdo Sound hole will
be between McMurdo Station and eastern Taylor
Valley in 300 meters of water. An attempt will be
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made to retrieve 300 meters or more of marine
sediment core from beneath the moving sea ice.
Interbedded marine, volcanic, and glacial sediments
will be cored continuously. Analyses of these sedi-
ments will give us a record of the climatic and geo-
logic history of Antarctica and may help us establish
the continent's influence on present global climates.
Hopefully, alternations in sediment deposition in
McMurdo Sound can be correlated with those in
other latitudes. Theories on the causes of continental
glaciations and their fluctuations may be resolved or
at least better understood from this record.

Marble Point, New Harbor shoreline, Walcott
Glacier. These three sites, near the coast, will be
drilled to a depth of up to 300 meters and should
yield the oldest basement rocks in the McMurdo
Sound region. The cores will provide clean samples
for rubidium-strontium and potassium-argon dating.
In addition, these cores are the most likely to hold
evidence of the heating event that accompanied the
intrusion of the Ferrar Dolerite as hypothesized by
McDougall (1963). The early geologic history of the
Transantarctic Mountains will be established and
correlated with other basement rocks of Gondwana-
land. Heat flow measurements in these coastal areas
will provide a thermal record that can be used as an
aid in the reconstruction of the relative motions of
land and sea. A complex interplay of tectonic and
glacial isostatic movements is suspected in the dry
valleys.

Lake Vida, Lake Vanda, Don Juan Pond, Lake
Fryxell, Lake Bonney. Drill sites are to be established
on or near these lakes to determine, as nearly as
possible, their chemical, biological, and geophysical
regimen. Heat flow analyses and hydrological studies
will help determine the relationship between con-
tinental ice sheets and the phenomena associated with
their peripheries. Data from these holes, drilled near
the margins of ice caps, are expected to help us
get a better understanding of the present and past
dynamics of ice sheets. Further, the chemical history
of the lake waters can be known only if subsurface
conditions are understood fully. The degree of frac-
turing of basement rock and its hydrological aspects
must be established to quantitatively analyze the
genesis of lake waters.

Objectives

Some of the specific objectives outlined by
Zumberge (1971) for the Ross Ice Shelf Project
apply also to the Dry Valley Drilling Project; how-
ever, the abundant bedrock exposures near McMurdo
Sound permit us to emphasize geological rather than
glaciological studies. Objectives of regional or global
interest, not in order of importance, include-

1. paleontological evolution of marine life as
Antarctica migrated poleward

2. frequency of glacial pulsations over McMurdo
Sound

3. volcanic evolution during the polar migration
of Antarctica

4. paleomagnetic reversals of near axial, mag-
netic, volcanic rocks

5. hydrogeology of ice cap margins
6. geochemistry of polar desert soils and perma-

frost
7. evolution of closed ecosystems in polar saline

lakes
8. heat flow, analyses of polar regions under-

going sea level changes, volcanism, isostatic
fluctuations, and glacial burial

9. global tectonic significance of the McMurdo
volcanics

10. effect of glacial loading on crustal bending,
isostasically induced mantle currents, and
geophysical anomalies.

Progress to date

It has been decided to conduct the study in 4 years
—an initial exploratory season and three drilling
seasons. Scientific and administrative coordinators
from the three participating nations were selected
early in the planning. Lines of communication were
established among all groups, and areas of responsi-
bility were proposed through correspondence and
finally through a planning conference in Christchurch,
New Zealand, in December 1971. A team of scientists
from Japan, New Zealand, and the United States
consisting of geologists, geochemists, microbiologists,
and geophysicists reconnoitered the dry valley region
during the 1971-1972 field season. Specific sites,
where a borehole presumably would provide core
containing critical information, were studied.

In the 1971-1972 field work (which will be sum-
marized in the July—August Antarctic Journal) elec-
trical depth soundings using Schumberger and
Wenner configurations gave information on perma-
frost thickness and the nature of the material under-
lying permafrost. Seismic refraction profiles were run
in lake basins to establish overburden thicknesses and
bedrock structure and relief. Microbiological sam-
pling of both air and soils was conducted near each
camp site. Samples of soil and water were collected
for geochemical analyses. The distribution of bottom
sediments beneath Lake Vanda was determined using
a shallow coring device. Raised beaches in the valleys
were identified to add further control during drilling.
Over the area outlined by the U.S. Geological Survey
topographic maps Ross Island and Taylor Glacier,
a. regional aeromagnetic study having flight lines at
2-kilometer intervals is now 50 percent completed.
This study will provide added structural control for
tectonic interpretation.
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Sequence of boreholes

The drilling equipment and accessory gear will be
transported mainly by helicopter, and the sites will
be sequenced to minimize flight time. The drilling
sites, listed in their proposed drilling order, are--

1972-1973	 1973-1974	1974-1975
McMurdo Station	McMurdo Sound Lake Bonney
Marble Point	Lake Vida	Walcott Glacier
New Harbor shoreline Don Juan Pond

Lake Vanda
Lake Fryxell

This list is subject to revision in both timing and spe-
cific location of sites.

Surface vehicles may support the first three sites.
To limit vehicular activity and its consequent surficial
disruption, helicopters will support the sites in the dry
valleys.

Drill rig

The National Science Foundation has purchased
a diamond-bit, wire-line, rock coring rig capable of
drilling a 6.4-centimeter (2.5-inch) borehole to 1,500
meters. Where necessary for future geophysical log-
ging, holes will be cased. The rig will be broken into
900-kilogram components for transport by helicopter

sling to proposed sites. Continuous core will be col-
lected, and where unconsolidated overburden is en-
countered techniques will be established to preserve,
as far as possible, undisturbed samples. The drill rig
and accessories will be used on other antarctic drilling
projects upon the termination of the Dry Valley
Drilling Project.

Collection and disbursal of cores

The drill crew will collect the cores, and a geolo-
gist will make a preliminary core description at the
site. Nomenclature used in the preliminary description
and report writing will be that of the Joint Oceano-
graphic Institutions for Deep Earth Sampling. As
nearly as possible, procedures for core handling will
be conducted in a comparable manner. The core will
be collected in lengths up to about 3 meters and
flown immediately after collection to the existing
earth science laboratory at McMurdo Station, which
will be the site for preliminary core study, preparation,
packing, and shipment. Preliminary descriptions of
the section will be prepared by a team of geologists.
At the termination of the Dry Valley Drilling Project,
a continuous, permanent record will be established
at the Antarctic Core Facility, Florida State Uni-
versity. Samples will be distributed to qualified
scientists from that location.

Tentative locations of drill holes
for Dry Valley Drilling Project.
I McMurdo Station, 2 McMurdo
Sound, 3 Marble Point, 4 Lake
Vida, 5 Don Juan Pond, 6 Lake
Vanda, 7 New Harbor shore-
line, 8 Lake Fryxell, 9 Lake Bon-
ney, 10 Walcott Glacier. Num-
bers do not correspond to order

of drilling.
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National responsibilities

Purchase of the drill rig and accessories is the
responsibility of the United States. A drilling super-
intendent and drilling contractor with many years
of experience drilling in permafrost and a broad
variety of other difficult situations have been em-
ployed. Contracting of drill personnel, including
drillers and assistants, is being arranged by New
Zealand. Three drillers and three assistants will
compose the drilling staff to provide round-the-clock
drilling personnel for the 4-month drilling season
(November–February). Types of equipment and
furnishings for the field earth science laboratory at
McMurdo Station are being investigated by Japan.

Staffing

Operational staffing of the laboratory will be the
responsibility of all members of the project. A field
operations manager will have the responsibility for
proper treatment and routine handling of the core.
Laboratory assistants will be furnished by all national
members, and a field geologist will be on site at the
drill rig at all times during its operation. Although
scientists having particular concern about a specific
drill location might be present at the site or in the
earth science laboratory under exceptional circum-
stances, these site visits will be held to a minimum.
Field facilities and logistic support capability simply
will not be adequate to support more than the
minimal operational staff.

Reports

Formal publication of results will be through the
normal channels of scientific journals; however, a
preliminary science report on each borehole should
be prepared and issued in an as yet undetermined
outlet. Where several scientists are working on similar
projects, joint publication is strongly encouraged.
If two or more scientists are working on the same
general problem, visits to various research centers
for report writing and research may be advantageous.
It will be the responsibility of the project science
coordinators to inform principal investigators of other
scientists who might be working on similar problems.

Japanese proposal review

Japanese scientists should direct their enquiries to
Dr. Tetsuya Toni, The Japan Polar Research Asso-
ciation, Shoko Kaikan, 3-4-2, Kasumigaseki,
Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan (Code 100) or to Mr.
Masayoshi Murayama, Polar Research Center, Na-
tional Science Museum, Kaga 1-9-10, Itabashi-Ku,
Tokyo, Japan.

New Zealand proposal review

New Zealand scientists should direct enquiries and
formal proposals to Dr. Peter Webb, New Zealand
Geological Survey, Lower Hutt. Proposals will be
reviewed by New Zealand, U.S., and Japanese
project coordinators and incorporated, perhaps in
modified form, in the overall program. All New
Zealand proposals must be acceptable to the Ross
Dependency Research Committee. If principal in -
vestigators are required at the McMurdo Station
earth science laboratory, they should make travel
and other arrangements with the Superintendent,
Antarctic Division, Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research, P.O. Box 2110, Christchurch.
Enquiries relating to the New Zealand drilling con-
tingent should be directed to the same address.

United States proposal review

A U.S. advisory panel consisting of three geologists,
a biologist, and a geophysicist has been appointed by
the National Science Foundation for review and eval-
uation of U.S. proposals. Panel members are—

Dr. Robert Black, Professor of Geology, University
of Connecticut

Dr. Paul E. Damon, Professor of Geosciences,
University of Arizona

Dr. Carl Kisslinger, Professor of Geophysics and
Chairman of the Department of Geophysics,
Saint Louis University

Dr. Herbert Wright, Jr., Professor of Geology,
University of Minnesota

Dr. Elso Barghoorn, Professor of Biology, Harvard
University

Responsibility of these panel members will be directed
toward the broad science goals of the project.
Enquiries relating to the scientific aspects of the
project should be directed to L. D. McGinnis, Depart-
ment of Geology and Geophysics, Northern Illinois
University, DeKalb, Illinois 60115. Proposals may
be submitted to Mr. Mort Turner, Program Manager
for Earth Sciences, Office of Polar Programs, National
Science Foundation, Washington, D.C. 20550.
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